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"Angels Never Lie" Everyday Miracles, Angelic Encounters and Lives Transformed by Love Angels Never
Lie is the true story of a family man whose world is turned upside down when angels enter his life. The author
takes us on the twists and turns of his journey, from a deep disagreement and disillusionment with his church
to volunteer work caring for the dying to an amazing series of dreams. In his dreams, he sees people he doesn't
know but soon afterward meets in real life; each one profoundly impacting the direction of his life. He also
gets a rare and life-changing peek into the heaven world that forever changes how he looks at our world.
Faced with a sudden opportunity to retire early and change his career, he unexpectedly becomes the owner of
an angel bookstore where he helps and comforts others wanting to learn more about unseen worlds and the
roles of angels and others from the spirit realm in their lives. Humorous, inspiring and poignant, Angels Never
Lie also includes true stories from children and adults whose lives have been touched and transformed by
angels and other invisible helpers. Stories of everyday miracles and angelic encounters that can be a part of
everyone's life--- "Are angels really with us all the time? Do they intervene in our lives? Can they come to
anyone, even those who don't go to church every Sunday? Is there a hell? Can we have a conversation with
God without formal prayer? Does God answer our questions? How? Asking these questions was like opening
the door and inviting the angels to come closer---and that's exactly what they did." Author: Gerald A Van
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